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A GENERAL CLEBSCH-GORDAN THEOREM
BY ROBERT STEINBERG

Communicated by N. Jacobson, March 17, 1961
Relative to a Cartan decomposition of a simple Lie algebra over
the complex field and an ordering of the roots, let W be the Weyl
group, <j> half the sum of the positive roots, and P(j3) the number of
partitions of 0 as a sum of positive roots. In a fairly complicated way,
Kostant [2 ] has proved that the multiplicity of fx as a weight in the
irreducible representation with highest weight X is
(1)

WX(M) = E det s P(s(4> + X) - (<*> + /*)).

Cartier [ l ] and the present author have noticed, independently, that
Weyl's character formula and (1) are simple formal consequences of
each other. (Incidentally, Cartier seems to be wrong in saying that
Kostant's work thus provides another algebraic proof of Weyl's
formula, since the latter is Kostant's starting point for the proof of
(1).) In this note we deduce from (1) the following explicit formula
for the multiplicity of an irreducible representation in the tensor
product of two others. If the algebra is of type Ai, the result is the
classical Clebsch-Gordan Theorem.
T H E O R E M . Let TT\ be the irreducible representation with highest weight
X. Then the multiplicity of TTS in irp®Ty is
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GENERAL CLEBSCH-GORDAN THEOREM
» ( A y, *) =

E
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det rs P(r(<t> + 0) + s(^> + y) - (2* + $)).

r,sGW

To prove this, we use Weyl's formula to write
X) mp(n)exp M X) d e t s exp[j(0 + 7)]
M

«€TT

= £ MP, 7; *?) Z) det s exp[s(<£ + rj)].
Here ix runs over the set of weights and 77 over the set of highest
weights. A comparison of the coefficients of exp(0 + o) yields
*»(0,7; à) = X det j ^ ( 0 + « - * ( * + 7)),
and then by (1), the theorem.
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